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Ming Yongle,Monk Dao Yan wrote a book named Dao Yu Lu，deeply refuted Zhu
Xi’s criticism of Buddhism. Taken the book as a perspective of interaction between
Confucianism and Buddhism and studied the case of Zhu Xi’s criticism and Dao Yan’s
defending of Buddhism can help us to understand the spirit and characteristics of
Confucianism and Chinese Buddhism，understand the inherent development logic of
Chinese Philosophy between Song and Ming Dynasty.Besides，the study will give us
some enlightenment about the contemporary cultures in dialogue, communication and
cooperation.The study is meaningful and important.Such a study about anti-critical
Buddhism thinking of Dao Yu Lu for the first time,which based on the thorough
collation of its different versions.Taken the anti-critical Buddhism thinking in Song
and Ming Dynasties as a breakthrough is a new perspective for highlighting the
interaction of Confucianism and Buddhism.Dao Yan refuted Zhu Xi’s criticism on
Buddhist book, Buddhist ontology and ethics and practice.The refutation about
Buddhist book cleared the essence between Buddhist language and Lao-tzu and
Chuang-tzu’s language,revealed the difference between “literal translation" and "free
translation",meanwhile,discussed the the authenticity of Buddhist book and the
incredible dharma. The refutation about Buddhist ontology and ethics clarified the
two different ontology and ethics system between Confucianism and
Buddhism,caused the construction of Confucianism ontology and the adjustment of
the Buddhist ethics.The refutation about practice highlighted the idea of concentration
and prajna.The fact that Confucian scholars consort with monks further revealed the
relationship between the Confucianism and Buddhism.Monk Dao Yan closed up
Confucianism while defended Buddhism,found the conjunction point between
Confucianism and Buddhism.At the same time,Song Confucian Zhu Xi absorbed and
transformed Buddhism while criticized it.Therefore,we concluded that Chinese
philosophy is constantly updated and developed with the interaction between the
Confucianism and Buddhism.Take the Chinese philosophy of Song-Ming as an














of criticizing Buddhism,Song-Ming Buddhism formed the characteristics of
Confucianism and secular.
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教观研究》一书（宗教文化出版社，2007 年第 1 版）和数篇论文。他认为儒佛
互动是基于复兴儒学、发展儒学的需要，《宋代新儒学中的佛、儒关系新论——
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